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Details of Visit:

Author: division72
Location 2: Coventry
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 4 Aug 2010 1.00pm
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Chloe - Independent English Redhead
Website: http://www.chloe.moonfruit.com/what-i-do/4594284920
Phone: 07742886772

The Premises:

Hotel in the south of Coventry. It had four walls and a bed, thats all you need.

The Lady:

Chloe is well reported on, for the unintiated (or the lazy) she is a curvy redhead with an excellent
personality. She is a little curvier than the last time I saw her, and her boobs are a little bigger.
Dressed very nicely in a tight brown dress with hold-ops and heels.

The Story:

Where to start? I was originally booked in for 11.30, but due to a crappy sat nav and the worst ring
road system in the world (that's official by the way), I ended up ringing Chloe who guided me in (that
was fun in itself). Sadly this was 45mins later and Chloe and I agreed to wait till 1.00pm so I could
keep my 1hr booking. I killed time by relaxing in the hotel's bar, shortly joined by Tammy who kept
me company while I waited.

When I eventually saw Chloe, I was greeted with a big kiss and a cuddle while we sorted the money
stuff. After that it was full-on snogging while we stripped. Chloe was eager to get her hands on my
cock so she gently massaged it with a little lube. Her OWO needs to be experienced as she is very
adept at telling exactly what you like or don't.

We then climbed on the bed for more snogging and cuddling and I gradually worked my way down
to her shaven pussy. I gave her plenty of attention with my tongue and she soon climaxed with a big
grin on her face. More OWO followed and soon Chloe was asking me if I wanted to fuck. She
popped the hat on with her mouth and climbed on top for a good screw. We switched to doggie but
the bed was making to much noise hitting the wall so I asked Chloe to bend over the bed instead.
We finished with a nice little bout of mish.

I made plenty of apologies for being late but Chloe took it all in her stride. She really is the nicest
person you might ever have the pleasure of meeting, WG or otherwise.

I bid my goodbyes (to Tammy too) and promised I would be back very soon. Now I know where to
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